Abstract. In many applications of Augmented Reality (AR), rectangular markers are tracked in real time by capturing with cameras. In this paper, we consider the AR application in which virtual objects are displayed onto markers while the markers and the cameras are freely moving. In this situation, the marker cannot be tracked when the marker is occluded by some objects. In this paper, we propose a method for tracking the projection matrix between the image and the marker even when the maker is occluded, by using cameras. In this method, we transfer the projection matrix for the marker that is detected by the cameras in order to estimate the relative projection matrix for the occluded marker. After computing the relative projection matrices using multiple cameras, we compute a more accurate projection matrix by using particle filter. As a result, we can continuously track the markers even when the marker is occluded.
Introduction
In recent years, Augmented Reality (AR) is well studied to present information for education or entertainment. AR is the combination of real-world and virtual reality, where computer generated virtual objects are overlaid onto video of the real world in real-time. "Magic Book" [1] is the example of AR. As marker is printed on the book, we can see virtual object on the book when we open the book. In order to achieve AR, we need to determine the camera pose accurately. Sensor based methods and vision based methods are well known for tracking the camera pose. Using sensors such as a magnetic sensor or a gyroscope are a robust way to rapid by track camera motion and change of lighting condition [2, 3] . However sensor can not get enough information to calibrate accurate camera pose and has area that can be used. To compute camera pose, vision based method uses landmark in real space such as markers [4] , interest points or edges [5, 6] , models that are pre-calibrated before using system [7] . Vision based methods do not need any particular device such as sensor, it is low cost and we can construct the system easily. In this paper, we propose marker based method since we can easily build the environment.
We use ARToolkit [8] to compute camera pose and position using rectangular markers. A unique pattern is drawn on each marker and the system can identify each marker using this pattern. Therefore the marker can easily be detected from input image so that we can achieve AR easily. However the marker can not be detected when the marker is occluded or illumination condition is not sufficient. There are many researches to solve such marker occlusion problem. Tateno et al. [9] have proposed nested marker to solve partial occlusion. The nested marker consists of several small markers. They employ small markers in the nested marker when the marker is occluded. They can display virtual object on the marker even when marker occlusion occurs. David et al. [10] have applied particle filter with tracking. They use markers to compute the projection matrix when the marker is not occluded. While marker occlusion occurs, they use marker corners as features for tracking using particle filter. David et al. use only one camera to solve partial occlusion of markers, while Pilet et al. [11] have used fixed multiple cameras to solve full occlusion of markers. As a preprocessing step, Pilet et al. calibrate all the cameras. Then they use another camera's information when the marker is occluded. This method can display a virtual object even if the camera can not see the marker perfectly. However this method requires to fix the cameras.
In this paper, we consider the AR application in which virtual objects are displayed onto markers while all the markers and the cameras are freely moving by users' interaction. In this situation, the marker cannot be tracked when the marker is occluded by some objects. For solving this problem, we propose a method for tracking the projection matrix between the image and the marker even when the maker is occluded, by complemental use of multiple cameras. In this method, all cameras share the projection matrices between the markers and the cameras for computing the relative projection matrix for occluded markers, so that virtual objects can be displayed onto the occluded markers.
System Description
In this paper, we consider the AR application in which virtual objects are displayed onto markers while all the markers and the cameras are freely moving by users' interaction. In the proposed method, we compute the projection matrix using ARToolkit when we can detect the marker from the image. While marker occlusion occurs, we compute projection matrix by sharing projection matrices between cameras. However the projection matrix computed from other cameras is not accurate, we optimize the projection matrix using particle filter.
Compute Projection Matrix Using Other Cameras
For computing a projection matrix between the camera and occluded marker, we compute extrinsic parameters between them using other cameras. Extrinsic parameters represent the rotation matrix and translation vector between two coordinates. For computing the extrinsic parameters between the camera and the occluded marker, we use common markers that are detected from more than two cameras. By multiplying extrinsic parameters computed for the common markers, we can compute extrinsic parameters between the camera and the occluded marker that are not computed directory using ARToolkit. After computing these parameters, we compute projection matrix using them and the intrinsic parameters of the camera that were previously estimated. Fig.1 shows the example for computing extrinsic parameters using other cameras. In Fig.1 , straight arrows represent that the camera can detect the marker, so that the projection matrix between the camera and the marker can be computed using ARtoolkit. Then the extrinsic parameters between them can also be computed. We denote the extrinsic parameters between the camera c and the marker m by M[m←c]. The reverse extrinsic parameters are computed by inverting the matrix which we denote by M[c←m]. In Fig.1(a) In some case, there are many routes from the camera to the marker, so we have to select the best route. Fig.1 (b) shows the case using four cameras and three markers. In this case, camera c4 can not detect marker m1, so we can not compute M[m1←c4] directory. However using common markers that can be detected from more than two cameras like marker m2, we can compute M[m1←c4]. Fig.1 (b) shows two routes to link camera c4 and marker m1. The M[m←c] computed with a marker generally includes some errors, the errors are multiplied while passing other cameras. Therefore we have to select the route that is the most accurate. To select such route, we consider the least number of common markers for computing the objective extrinsic parameters. The reason to select the route that passes the least number of common markers is that the error can be increased by the number of common markers. We use the Dijkstra algorithm to select the shortest route. Dijkstra algorithm is famous to solve shortest path problem. When the number of common markers to pass is same, we select the path that includes more accurate extrinsic parameters. For evaluating the accuracy, we use the area of the common markers captured in the image. There are some routes between camera c4 and marker m1. We have to select the shortest route.
Particle Filter Optimization
We denote the relative projection matrix using multiple cameras between the camera c and the marker m at time t by P tmp (c,m,t), which was discussed in Section 2.1. The projection matrix computed with markers directly includes some error. The projection matrix P tmp (c,m,t) still includes error as illustrated in Fig.2 . For computing the correct projection matrix, we detect the occluded marker in the image using P tmp (c,m,t). The shape of the marker, projected by using P tmp (c,m,t), is almost correct even if the P tmp (c,m,t) includes error. So we can detect the occluded marker in the image to scale and translate the projected marker. In order to detect the occluded marker, we compute the matrix H t . H t is affine transformation matrix at time t which transforms the marker projected by using P tmp (c,m,t) onto the occluded marker in the image. H t is composed of parameters λ, u x and u y . λ indicates scale and u x, u y indicate the distance of translation. After detecting the marker in image using P tmp (c,m,t) and H t , we compute correct projection matrix using it.
In this section, we describe our method for estimating H t by using a particle filter for each marker. We denote a particle by hypothesis H t i and weight w t i at time t. (i=1…N) . N is the number of particles. The estimation of error from using a particle filter starts from the time that marker occlusion occurs (t=t 0 ). We assume that the marker in image is known at time t 0 -1. We compute affine transformation matrix between the marker that is projected using P tmp (c,m,t 0 ) and the marker in image at time t 0 -1. We set the initial parameter of H t i with the affine transformation matrix. When the route that is used to compute projection matrix from sharing projection matrices changes, we also initialize the particles. 
After estimating hypothesis at time t, we compute weight from input image for each particle. Since the weight indicates the confidence of the estimation, the particles that have a heavy weight indicate a correct hypothesis. We weight particles using the distance between the edge in input image and the projected marker that was computed with H t i and P tmp (c,m,t). First we extract the edge from input image using a Canny edge detector, and then project the marker with P tmp (c,m,t) and H t i . Next we put sample points on the projected marker contour. Fig.3 shows the example of sample points (K=20). We scan the pixels along the marker contour normal from the sample points. We measure the distance d between the sample point and edge that is scanned. We compute distance d from each sample point and compute sum of distance. We represent the sum of distance as expectation c t i . After computing c t i for each particle, we weight the particles. We weight particle heavier when c t i is small by using a Gaussian function to weight the particles. We normalize the weight so that:
(a) (b) Computing distance between projected marker using particle and edge in input image. We scan the pixels along the marker contour normal from all sample points.
After computing all weights for each particle, we evaluate the weights and select the particle that has the heaviest weight. We indicate the selected particle as the error at time t and compute projection matrix using the particle and P tmp (c,m,t).
After computing the projection matrix, we remove particles that have small weight. After a few iterations, all but one particle will have negligible weight and reduce accuracy. To remove this particle, we eliminate particles which have small weight and concentrate on particles with large weights.
Experiments
In order to evaluate the performance of the method that we proposed, we track markers using multiple cameras. We move the markers on the desk and record the markers using three web cameras. The parameters that we use in the experiment are as follows: number of particle N=100, sample points on the marker K=20.
First, we changed the parameters σ scale and σ trans , and evaluated the accuracy of marker tracking. When σ scale or σ trans were too big, the marker position was not fixed. When σ scale or σ trans were too small, we could not adjust cause of error. After several tests, we have decided the parameter at σ scale =0.05 and σ trans =10.
After experimentally determining σ, we evaluated the accuracy of our method using a video sequence captured with three USB cameras. To evaluate the accuracy, we used the average distance between sample points on the marker that is projected using projection matrix and the edge in input image. The distance written in Section 2.2 is used for computing weight of each particle. In the video sequence, the cameras and markers move freely, and target marker is partially occluded. Target marker means the marker for which we estimate the projection matrix using our method. At least one marker can be seen from camera c3. The other cameras c1 and c2 see more than two markers in the sequence. Fig.4 shows the input images from three cameras and marker tracking result when marker occlusion occurs or marker is partially out of the image. As we track markers using other cameras when marker occlusion occurs, we can track the marker which has full occlusion such as illustrated in Fig.4 (c.3) . However, because we use the edge to optimize the marker position, we fail to track marker if the marker is completely occluded for a long time or the marker is near an edge that is parallel to the marker contour. Fig.5 shows the average distance of the proposed method and the method which does not use a particle filter. Accuracy of the projection matrix computed by the proposed method is higher than the method which uses only multiple cameras.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a method that is robust enough to handle occlusion of markers by using multiple handheld cameras. When marker occlusion occurs, we share projection matrices between cameras and we can detect existence of marker even if marker is occluded.
Future work will focus on how to best select the route to pass to compute projection matrix using other cameras. Accuracy of the projection matrix depends not only on the result of marker area in input image, but also camera pose. We need to consider selecting the route using the different in camera poses as well.
